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Cameron Anderson
Thursday, February 1st, 2018
Waterloo United would like to congratulate Cameron Anderson of our U18A Boys team who
has accepted a one-year trial with Club IK Frej in the Swedish Superettan League! Cam was able
to showcase his talent through the Länk Experience management group that supports players
to gain access to an international soccer experience. Cam played for Länk in a tournament in
July 2017 in BrØndby, Denmark. Cam will leave on February 16th where he will live on his own
while embracing the Swedish culture and the "Beautiful Game" on a larger, more professional
stage.
Cameron, 17, has been heavily involved in the game since a very young age and has been with
The Waterloo Minor Soccer Club for about 11 years. Cam first started his soccer career as a
WMSC recreational player, then later moving up through the competitive ranks. Cam first found
his love for the beautiful game at a very young age due to his fathers’ influence. Jim Anderson
continues to be a coach within the club and has done so for the past 11 years. When Cam was
asked about what he was looking forward to most while being on a trial in Sweden, Cam went
on to say “I am ready to compete on all levels while being on the field almost seven days a
week, it's in my blood”
When asked for a comment about Cam, Coach Tim Bergelt and Dan Cimermancic had the
following to say: “When the U18A Boys team needed to add a player to our roster from the
U18B team, we invited several players to join our training sessions for evaluation. Ultimately we
selected Cameron to join our team as we determined he was in the top echelon of players on
his team, despite being a year younger than most and overall represented the best choice
among his peers. Cameron has good technical skills, a very positive attitude with a strong desire
to learn, and a competitive nature that made our choice to select him an easy one. He is
working hard to adjust to the speed of play at the OYSL level and has earned the respect of
teammates and coaches alike. He is an eager and willing player and is growing nicely into his
role on our team. We are happy to have Cameron with us and are excited for him at the
opportunity he has with IK Frej. We know he will work hard to make the most of it.”
Good luck in Sweden Cameron!
Coaches Tim Bergelt and Dan Cimermancic
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Who is your favourite professional player?
Eden Hazard
What is your favourite team?
Chelsea
What is your Favourite jersey number?
#8 most of my life but I prefer #10
Would you ever like to play for the national team?
Yes, I would like to play someday if given the chance

From all of us at Waterloo United, we would like to wish Cameron Anderson all of the best in
his new endeavor. We know Cam will make us proud as he competes day in and day out to earn
first team minutes!
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